LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:
Pockets #45*, 135* 225*, 315*

STANDARD COVER: 1/2" CAP/BUTTRESS THR'D BLACK PL STOCK NO. 4558

POCKET DETAIL
SCALE: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

LIP DETAIL
SCALE: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

LIP DETAIL AT LUG
SCALE: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

ELEVATIONS ONLY--
Nozzles & Accessories
PRACTICAL INDI VIEW--
For Tolerances Orientation
See Plan View

NOTE:
MUST USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS ON LOWER SIDEWALL FITTINGS

NOTE:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG DO NOT REVERSE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY +/- PER VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLY
3. FOR INNER TANK DWG SEE COMPUTER FILE NO. 2001550 TITLED 550 GALLON INNER SAFE TANK FOR OUTER TANK DWG SEE COMPUTER FILE NO. 2001540 TITLED 1550 GALLON OUTER SAFE TANK FOR OUTER TANK.
4. TANK DESIGNED FOR 1.9 spg Mat'l @ 100°F/ATMOS PRESSURE

Dwg Title: 1550 Gallon Safe-Tank Assembly

Calculated Capacities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Calculated Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:

Central Region POLY PROCESSING

NOTES:

1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY EKX DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLE MULLS & CONDITIONS PREVALENT DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.
3. FOR INNER TANK VIT L-10 COMPUTER FILE NO. 2001550, TITLE 1550 GALLON INNAR SAFE-TANK. FOR ASSEMBLY.

CALCULATED CAPACITY 1550 GALLON OUTER SAFE-TANK
1950 OPEN TOP TANK

REV "B" ADDED FITTING NOTE BY MBW 4/16/03 CKJB
REV "A" MODIFICATION TO MOLD BY MBW 3/21/02 CKJB

POLY PROCESSING
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